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An approach is considered to select the best candidate for a job on the basis of curiculum vitae (CV). There
are some important criteria to be taken into account: age, education, participating in real projects, availability
of published papers or research activities, possessing modern programming languages and technologies and so on.
Each criteria has an unknown weight to be used in estimating the integral choice function. From this, a method is
required to build such a function and the author’s approach to solve the problem is described.
Introduction
One of the interesting applied problems is
automatic CVs processing. The final goal is to select
the best candidate for some position(s) from those
who sent his/her e-mail. Typically, CV contains
a block of private and professional data of the
candidate including age, education, participating
in real projects, availability of published papers or
research activities, possessing modern programming
languages and technologies and so on. The problem
of selection of the best candidate requires to
estimate the integral choice function usually




Here, wi stands for the weight of criterion
i, and ufi represents the value of utility function
of criterion i. The main problem is connected
to evaluation of the weighting coefficients wi.
Clearly, the specificity of this process is its extreme
indefiniteness. To cope with this indefiniteness we
propose to use well-known RELIEF method [1]. The
rest of this short report contains the details.
I. The RELIEF based approach
Let us remind the basic principles of RELIEF.
The starting point is gathering data based on the
accumulated CVs for the past time periods. For
each CV it is known the final result, namely, was
the applicant taken to the desired position or not.
Basing on these information the features of each
applicant should be estimated directly from the
CV text. Of cource, it is a separate problem which
requires detail attention which moves it out of the
frames of this report. To estimate the feature A
weight we select any CVs - CVx from the corpus
and evaluate the next expression
W [A]=W [A] - (dif(A,R,H) - dif(A,R,M))/m
Here,W [A] stands for initial value of the
weighting coefficient of the feature A,m represents
the number of features (that is, the number of
criteria). Value of dif(A,R,H ) taken with minus
sign defines the difference between the value of
the feature A of CVx and the nearest feature A
value from the set of declined candidates. Value
of diff(A,R,M ) taken with plus sign defines the
difference between the value of the feature A of
CVx and the nearest feature A value from the set of
accepted candidates. The expression re-evaluation
is performed for all CV samples from corpus. To find
differences of the feature A values between samples
i1 and i2 one uses the following expression
dif[A,i1,i2] = abs(value(A,i1)- value(A,i2)/
(max(A)-min(A))
As a final result one gets the weighting
coefficients W [A] for each feature A. These
coefficients now can be used in integral choice
function. The integral choice function is used for
each sample of CV in the corpus. Judging by its
values all samples can be divided into three clusters:
(1) those, which be accepted; (2) those, which be
declined and (3) those in the "grey"zone (may
be or may be not accepted. The grey zone is of
evident interest. We suggest to use a kind of k-mean
technique for sample falling into the "grey"zone.
Accordingly to these technique one finds the nearest
values of the integral choice function, corresponding
to the samples from "grey"zone with respect to
the value of integral choice function of the newly
incoming CV. Then one define how many from
these k-mean values correspond to accepted CVs,
and how many to declined CVs. Then it remains
to define which number is greater and classify the
newly incoming CV respectively.
II. The CV-automatization processing
The entire process is divided into four stages
[2]. The first stage is to transform Word document
or a pdf-file with CV to a plain text. This can be
done with a Tika system which extracts a raw text
and deletes unnecessary control information such
as colors, fonts, and the like. The next step is to
get keywords of the text. The idea is to consider
practically all text words as keywords due to not
big size of CV. It is required that each sentence in
CV contains at minimum one keyword. Besides, this
simplifies the algorithm as it not requires to define
each keyword score and test that each sentence is
covered at least by one keyword.The prepositions,
conjunctions, pronouns, auxiliary and modal verbs
(such as can, have, may etc.) are excluded. The
keywords are selected in such a way that the similar
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words are identified as the same. For instance,
programming and programmer are considered as
one keyword. By thus, each keyword labels one or
more sentences. To realize the keywords selection we
use the Dice metrics (measure) given by the formula
P = 2*|X ∩Y |/(|X|+|Y |),
where |X| (|Y|) stands for the set X (Y)
size. For example, for X = programming and
Y = programmer one has P = 2 * 8 / (11
+ 10) = 0.8. We adopt the rule accordingly to
which two words are considered alike if the Dice
measure is 0.5 or greater. From this, in the example
above the words programming and programmer
are considered a one keyword. It should be noticed
here that fuzzy sequential text searching methods
represent evident practical interest especially if they
are applied on servers with very large amount of
CVs to be processed. The next stage consists of
building two directories. Each directory represents
a collection of the pairs <key, value>. The first
directory contains the pairs of items and each pair
represents a record with key standing for a keyword
and a value representing the set of sentences
numbers labelled with the keyword key. The second
dictionary consists of the pairs representing the
sentences numbers and their texts. Now let us
explain how to extract an answer to the question
represented by a set of words (some of words are
keywords and some not (these latter words do
not belong to CV text)). For each keyword ki
in the question the set of sentences numbers Ni
=ni1, ni2, ..., niz is defined. Then for all Ni the
most frequently encountered number(s) nw is (are)
defined. This number nw defines a sentence to be
displayed as an answer. If there are more than one
candidate to be an answer then all candidates are
selected. It may be the case when CV contains
quite a big blocks of a semantically connected
information. This situation is somewhat wider than
a typical one. Each semantically united block may
consist of one or more sentences. The block specifies
some concept, that is, it may be considered as a
semantical whole. Practically, we associate such
blocks with paragraphs (identations) or the text
segments separated from the others with empty
lines or by spaces. As before, we should define
the keywords for the sentences: k1, k2, k3, ..., kz.
We introduce the third dictionary with the keys
representing the sentences numbers and values
standing for the text blocks. Thus, we got the
chain: keyword -> sentence(s) -> text block(s).
The searching procedure remains the same. The
keywords from the query are used to find the
sentences numbers and the corresponding text
blocks. The text block which is referred to by
the majority of keywords is then selected. The
problem of blocks definition has a special scientific
meaning. The simplest case consists in dividing the
text by paragraphs separated with indentions or
empty lines. Evidently, each block should contain
the connected notions (keywords). One says that
related keywords form a cluster. So, one needs to
build a number of clusters, combining different but
semantically related keywords. The first problem
with clusters is their number. Obvi-ously, one
needs to apply the existing clustering approaches.
Then, after the necessary text block is selected,
the corresponding criteria associated with this
query should be evaluated. The list of queries is
predefined. Each query is linked to some criteria.
For example, let the query be "participation in real
projects and programs". The answer "Not found"is
considered as lowest level of the criteria. The value
of criteria is estimated accordingly to the number
of projects and programs an applicant was engaged
in. Other criteria may require even a 0-1 answer,
as for instance "are you married?". The list of
criteria consists of the next ones: (1) speciality
in programming/mathematics/informatics; (2)
participation in real projects/programs; (2)
ability and experience in writing programs
in c, java, python etc. languages; (3) family
status (maried/unmarried); (4) possessing
printed publications (papers,books); (5) speciality
by education; (6) possessing certificates in
programming/system adminestering; (6) knowing
foreign languages; (7) studying at additional
professional cources. For these criteria a list of
predefined questions is made. The questions are
processed in the way shortly outlined above. As
a result, the corresponding criteria are evaluated
with the help of decision making technique and an
integral applicant grade is made to be used in final
selection.
III. Conclusion
The specificity of the approach suggested in
this report consists in usage of RELIEF technique
to define the coefficients of the integral choice
function. By means of the defined choice function
we divide the learning set of CVs into 3 clusters with
one of them called "grey"zone. Basing on the ideas
of this report we intend to realize CV-processing
system in practice.
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